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2.1 Introduction 

Thermally excited fluctuations are expected to prevent 2D XY systems from ex- 

hibiting a phase trarisi tion above zero kelvin. However, Kosterli tz and Thouless' 

(KT) demonstrated that one can define a phase transition in terms of defects 

present in the system. Examples of systems thought to exhibit such KT tran- 

sitions are certain planar magnets, films of liquid helium, thin superconducting 

films, gases adsorbed on crystal surfaces and certain liquid crystalline transi- 

tions. These transitions would be mediated by the unbinding of paired defects. 

Halperin and Nelson2 and independently Young3 recognised that in 2D crystals 

melting would occur in two stages. In the first step lattice dislocations (see 

figure 2.la) would unbind leading to disruption of the positional order. But the 

long range coherence of the orientation of the local crystallographic axes still 

persists. The resulting order has been referred to as bond orientational order 

(BOO). The bond between the nearest neighbour is not a chemical bond but 

merely a geometric line. The second stage of melting is due to  disclination - 

defect associated with the orientation of the lattice (see figure 2.1 b). In the case 

of a two dirrlensional hexagonal lattice disclinations may be of either five fold or 

scveli fold sytri~nctry. 111 t l ~ c  Lo~lcl oric~itatiolial ordcrcd pliasc, rckt.rcd to as tlie 

hexatic phase, these two types of disclinations would exist as bound pairs. The 

unbinding of these disclinations would result in a two-dimensional fluid phase 

with continuous rotational and translational symmetry. The 2D hexatic phase 
I 

has short ranged positional order but quasi long ranged six fold BOO. 

These predictions prompted the search for the intermediate hexatic phase. 



Figure 2.1: Lattice defects in a two-dimensional triangular lattice. (a) Left: An 
isolatctl tlislocatio~l. I'icturc to tllc right sllows a 1)ourltl pair of dislocations-two 
dislocations wit11 opposite llurgcrs vector. (b) A discli~iatiori defect. 
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By considering the following arguments, Birgeneau and Litster4 put forward a 

profound idea which led to the discovery of hexatic liquid crystals. The smectic 

phases are layered, and can be thought of as layers of two-dimensional phases 

stacked on one another. If the stacks are of two-dimensional solids then in- 

finitesimal interactions would lead to a long-range positional order and a three 

dimensional crystal. If instead the stacks are two-dimensional liquids, the re- 

sulting phase would be a smectic A phase with a one-dimensional density mod- 

ulation and an in-plane liquid-like order, as mentioned earlier. If the layers are 

hexatic the algebraically decaying correlation function in a 2-d hexatic sheet 

implies an infinite susceptibility to an external coupling. Such a coupling, even if 

i~~fi~lit,csilrlally striall, woul(1 (Irivc tlw alg~braically cle~i~yil~g BOO to long ~ A I I ~ C  

order. Such a phase would have a one-dimensional density modulation and a 

three-dimensional BOO. It was further suggested that the bulk srriectic B phase 

may be understood as a three dimensional generalisation of the hexatic liquid 

crystal phase, corisisti~ig of two dimensional hexatic layers which interact to 

produce long range, three dimensional BOO, i.e., a stacked hexatic phase, with 

short range positional order of the molecules within the layers. If this analogy 

is correct, then the smcctic B-smectic A transition would be an example of the 

disclination unbinding transition. Experimental identification of the existence 

of such a phase requires sophisticated tools. Since X-ray diffraction studies have 

been responsible for its discovery we will mention here the X-ray signature of 

the hexatic phase. Figure 2.2 shows schematic diagram of the in-plane scatter- 

ing from such a phase along with those for two-dimensional liquids (smectic A 

[Sm A])  and solids (crystal I3 [Cry B]). The scatterir~g rernai~~s diffuse:, just like 
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Figure 2.2: Scliernalic representat iori of t lie in-plane X-ray scat teririg profile 
expected for (A) two-dimensional liquid(Sm A), (B) hexatic B and ( 6 )  Crystal 
n 
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in the Sm A phase, but develops 6-fold modulation in the angle X. Moncton 

and Pindak's5 first set of experiments showed that, contrary to the hypothe- 

sis of Birgeneau and Litster14 the smectic B phase found in the liquid crystal 

compound called 40.8 has three dimensional long-range positional order and is 

therefore a true crystalline phase (known as Crystal B or Cry B). Cry B phase 

has its constituent molecules arranged in hexagonally closely packed array within 

the layers, with the long axis of the molecules being perpendicular to the layer 

planes. Both BOO and positional orders are long range within the layers. The 

discovery of the liquid crystalline Iiexatic phase was reported first by Pindak, 

Moncton, Davey and G o ~ d b ~ . ~  Using free standing liquid crystal film techniques 

they showed that the material 650BC possessed a three dimensionally stacked 

hexatic B (hex B) phase. The hex B phase has long range 6-fold BOO, short 

raiige ill-plane positiolial corrclatio~is and 110 ir~tcrlaycr correlatio~is. Just like 

in the Cry B phase the molecules are oriented along the layer normal direction. 

Apart from this orthogonal hexatic phase, tilted forms of hexatic phases viz., 

smectic I (Sm I) and smectic F (Sm F) have also been observed. Sm F and 

Sm I phases differ in the direction of tilt (see figure 2.3). 'l'he projection of the 

director onto the smectic planes points towards a near-neighbour in the Sm I 

phase and between two near-neighbours in the Sm F phase. Crystalline versions 

of the Sm I and Sm F phases are called crystal J (Cry J) and crystal G (Cry G) 

phases respectively. At this point it should be noted that the coupling to the 

molecular tilt is expected'to induce long range hexatic order even in the smectic 

C phase.7 Important insights regarding the structure of the tilted hexatic phase 

Sm I and the nature of the Sm C-Sm I transitions were obtained in a recent 
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Figure 2.3: (a) Molecular packing within the layer plane of Sm F and Sm I 
phases. l'he arrows represent tlie projection of the molecular tilt on to this 
plane. (b) Reciprocal lattice picture of the arrangement shown in (a). 

Figure 2.4: Te~npcraturc t1cl)cridcricc of t h o  dilrcrcr~t, I?ouricr coefIicic~its descri b- 
ing the hexatic ordering in a thlck film of 80SI. (From Ref. 8.) 
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synchrotron X-ray experiment.8 Quantitative information about the BO order 

was extracted by describing the X-ray structure using an expression 

Here x is the angle between the in-plane component of the scattering vector 

and an external reference axis. The coefficients C6n measure the amount of 

6n-fold ordering in the sample. Figure 2.4 shows the temperature dependence 

of the different Fourier coefficients C/sn in a sample of 80SI. The absence of a 

sharp boundary between Sm C and Sm I phases is indicative of the continuous 

evolution nature of the transition. The first coefficient C6 is the primary order 

parameter and each of the higher harmonics behaves like a secondary order pa- 

rameter. Very interesting physics has emerged as each of these order parameters 

exhibit a different symmetry. 

T heoretically,7~9-10 a number of topologies for the phase diagram involving 

different hexatic phases have been worked out. A mean-field phase diagram 

proposed by Bruinsma and Nelson7 is shown in figure 2.5. The phases involved, 

Sm A, smectic C (Sm C) and hex B are seen to be meeting a t  a point. In 

this model, all the three transitions are second order and are 3-d XY like (i.e., 

they belong to the same universality class as the superfluid-normal transition 

in He4). The meeting point is a multicriticai point. Aharony et  al.,' have 

discussed a phase diagram in the temperature-concentration plane (see figure 

2.6) involving Sm A, hex B and Cry B phases. It is seen that the meeti~ig point 

of these phases is a triple point due to the existence of a tricritical point on the 

Sm A-hex 13 boundary. ( A  triple point is the point at  which three first order 

I 
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Figure 2.5: Phase diagram of a coupled system of bond- and tilt orientation 
angles in the mean-field approximation. Three XY-like lines of critical points 
separate different phases and meet a t  the rnulticritical point P. Here K6 measures 
the coupling between neighbouring bo~ld orientations, while K1 characterizes the 
interaction between nearby tilt angles. (From Bruinsrna and Nelson of Ref. 7) 
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Figure 2.6: Generic temperature-concentration phase diagram near the Sm A- 
hex B-Cry I3 point. The broken(ful1) lines indicate second-(first-) order transi- 
tions. (Fro111 Itcl. 9). 
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lines meet and all the three phases coexist. A tricritical point is one a t  which the 

order of transition changes over from first order to second order). More recently, 

Defontaines and Prost" have proposed a variety of scenarios involving Sm A, 

hex B, Sm C and Sm I phases. 

On the experimental side, very few phase diagrams have been studied in 

detail. Heat capacity measurements by Pitchford et a1.,12 showed a meeting 

point of Sm A-hex B-Sm I phases in a binary system (see figure 2.7). Nounesis 

et al.,13 observed a meeting point of Sm A, hex B and Cry E phases in a binary 

liquid crystalline system (see figure 2.8). The meeting point turned out to be a 

triple point with a tricritical point on the Sm A-hex B boundary. High pressure 

measurer~~er~ts'%o~~ducted very recently in our laboratory sliowed different types 

of meeting points viz., Sm A-Sm C-hex B, Sm A-Sm C-Cry B points (see Figures 

2.9a & b). However, no theoretical or experimental phase diagrams with Sm A, 

Sm C and a tilted hexatic phase (Sm F or Sm I) have been reported. At this 

point it may be relevant to comment on certain factors regarding the nature of 

phase transition between these phases. 

The Sm A-Sm C phase transition is described by a two component complex 

order parameter15 O = 0 eim where 0 is the magnitude of tilt angle and 

4, the azimuthal angle (see Figure 2.3.0). Since 4 can be chosen arbitrarily, 

0 itself is taken as the order parameter in the free energy expansion for the 

Sm A-Sm C transition. From symmetry consideration Sm A-Sm C phase 

transition can be either first order or second order. Experimentally this 

transition is generally found to be second order. Based on heat capacity 
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Figure 2.7: Temperature-concentration phase diagram of 3(10)OBC and 
4(10)013C rnixtures showing a Sm A-llcx 11-Srn 1 meeting point. 
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WT. O/o COMPOSITION FOR 
THE BINARY MIXTURES 

Figure 2.8: Temperature-concentration phase diagram for l(10)-2(10)OBC and 
2(10)-3(10)OBC binary mixtures showing a Sm A-hex B-Cry E meeting point. 
(Fro111 Itof. I:]). 
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Figure 2.9: The pressure-temperature diagram for (a) 70 .7  and (b) 50 mol% of 
5 0 P D O B  and 70PDOR exhibiting Sm A-Sm C-Cry B and Sm A-Sm C-hex B 
mce l i~~g  poi~its. (I;i.oln Itcf.14). 
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Figure 2.10: Geometry of the smectic C phase. 
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results Lien and Huang16 proposed that a cross-over from second order to 

first order Sm A-Sm C transition may occur when the temperature range 

of Sm A phase becomes quite small. Later, Liu et a1.,17 argued that the 

strength of the transverse dipole moment of the constituent molecules has 

a strong effect on the nature of the Sm A-Sm C transition and hence the 

transition may not become first order by reducing the temperature range 

of Sm A phase alone. However, recent studied8 performed in our labora- 

tory on a homologues series of compounds (tere~hthal-bis-alkylaniline or 

TBnA) showed that a substance having a weak transverse dipole moment 

can still exhibit a first-order Sm A-Sm C transition provided the tempera- 

ture range of Sm A phase is very small. As a consequence a cross over from 

a first order to second order transition was observed by just increasing the 

temperature range of the Sm A phase alone. 

a As mentioned earlier17 the existence of finite molecular tilt in the Sm C 

phase gives rise to an induced BOO although of a very small amplitude. 

Thus both Sm C and Sm F phases have the same symmetry. An important 

consequence of this is that the Sm C phase trarisforrns to Sm F either 

through a first order transition or evolves continuously without a phase 

transition. The latter case is analogous to the transformation between 

gaseous and liquid phases beyond the critical point. 

The Sm A-Srn F transition can be expected to be a first order one as two 

different types of symmetries are broken at this transition. 

In this cliapter we present the experimental studies on a phase diagram exhihit- 
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ing lrleetirig points of three phases, viz., Srn A, Sm F and Sm C. 

2.2 Experimental 

Materials Used 

The co~npounds used are terephthal - bis - butylaniline (TBBA)lg and n - (4 - n 

- nonyloxy benz~lidene) - 4' - n - butylaniline (90.4) whose structural formulae 

and tra.ilsition temperatures are give11 in Table 2.1. 

The required amount of the materials (90.4 and TBBA) are weighed using a 

Perkin-Elnlcr AD2 microbalance with a relative precision of f lpg. Mixing is 

dono I)y kcvping tlic sa~nplc wit11 a covcrslip on a preheated oven, heated to a 

temperature much above the melting ~)o i~l t  of both the compounds. A small 

amount of the sample on a clean glass slide, covered with a coverslip was kept 

inside a programmable hot stage (Mettler FP82) in conjunction with a polarising 

optical tllicroscope (1,eitz-Orllloplai~). Sa11ll)lc teinperature was varied slowly a t  

rate of O.l°C/min ancl the trarlsitioil tcinperature was determined by observing 

r l the textural changes. I he sllarpness of the transition temperature determines 

the purit,y and hol-riogeneity of the mixture. 
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n - ( 4  -n - nony loxy ben zylidene ) - 4-n- butylaniline 

1sotroj)ic - Snl A ---+ Srn F - Cry C: 
81.5 G8.8 -66.5 

T B B A  

t e t r eph tha l  - bis - butylanil ine 

1sotroj)ic ---r N 4 Srn A 4 Srr~ C -4 Cry (2 
236.5 1'38.3 172.5 1114.1 

Table 2.1: Structural formulae and transition temperatures (in "C) of 90.4 & 
'l'13UA. 
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2.2.1 X-ray Studies 

X-ray diffractometer set up 

In the initial stages of this work X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out 

using a scintillation counter as the detector. Later an in situ magnet heater and 

a position sensitive detector (PSD) were added to the setup. The advantage of 

using PSD over that of the scintillation counter is that it requires lesser exposure 

time and allows sirnultaneous scanning over a wide range of scattering angles. 

Since PSD has been used for most of the experiments a detailed description of 

it is given below. 

X-ray Generator and Monochromator 

Figure 2.11 sliows a scliematic view of tlie scattering geometry used in tlie exper- 

iments. A conventional X-ray generator (Enraf Nonius, model 583) with a fine 

focus tube (Philips PW 2213/20 copper anode) was used. The tube was generally 

operated a t  40 kV and 26 mA. The maximum operating conditions of the tube 

arc 50 kV, 26 I I ~ A .  Uut i~icreasirlg l l ~ e  operatirig voltage beyond 4OkV iricreases 

the background radiation and does not really help in getting better X-ray in- 

tensity. The beam from the X-ray tube enters the monochromator after passing 

through a short vacuum path. The monochromator input slits were kept wide 

open to avoid spurious trimming of the incoming beam. A bent Ge monochro- 

mator cut for (1011) reflections was used in the Johansson geometry. The Ge 

crystal was oriented to select the characteristic CuK, radiations(A = 1.54051A). 

The monochromator exit slits were trimmed to eliminate the Ka2 rays SO that 
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of the X-ray diffraction set up. The detector is 
either a scintillation counter or a position sensitive detector depending on the 
set up used. 
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only Kal rays emerge from the monochromator. These rays get focussed on the 

circumference of the Guinier circle. The detector lies on the circumfere~lce of 

the Guiriier circle. Details of the detector used is given in a later section. 

Sample holder and heater design 

Figure 2.12a shows a schematic diagram of the sample holder. The sample 

holder is made of a copper rod. A narrow bore was drilled along the axis from 

the top end of the rod to hold 0.5mm Lindemann capillary containing the liquid 

crys1,alliric sainj)lc. l'lic horc was al,orlt ~0.6111111 i l l  (liairi(:tcr alid 12111111 i l l  

length. A pair of slots are cut on the rod along the length diametrically opposite 

to each other. l'licse slots serve as tlie entrance and exit slits for the X-ray beams. 

The edges of the exit slit are tapered so as to have a conical angle of about 30". 

This sample holder is inserted into a cavity provided in a small rectangular 

copper block which also has got entrance and exit slots (see figure 2.12b). There 

are two screws tlireadcd througli the body of tliis rectangular copper block which 

help the sample holder windows to align properly with respect to the two slots 

of tlie block. Tliis is facilitated by rnearis of a rnatdiirig groove rnade along t l ~ e  

axis of the sample holder. These screws also help in firmly anchoring the sample 

holdcr to tlie copper block. 'l'o the entrance slit of the block, a hylurn lid with a 

mylar window (to let the incoming X-ray beam) is attached. ,The mylar window 

also helps in visual observation and additionally in preventing air draughts. 

Figure 2.13 shows sectional view of the heater assembly. It consists of a thick 

rectangular copper block having a slot at the centre along the breadth to house 
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Figure 2.12: A cross-sectional view of tlie (a) sample holder & (b)  sample holder 
with mount. 
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I. Outside Copper Block 4. Capillary Holder 

2. Hylum Sheeth 5. Heater Wires 

3. Sample Capillary 6. Samarium Cobalt Magnets 

Figrrsc 2.13: Cross-scctio~~al view of t11c llcatcr asscrnbly. 
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the sample holder. The dimensions are so chosen that the sample holder-inserted 

in the rectallgular copper block fits exactly illto thc lieatcr. There are cavities 

present on either side of the sample holder-slot to keep high field strength rare 

earth (SmCo5) magnets. These are circular (of diameter -25mm) in sliape arid 

provide a magnetic field of 0.8T. One of the junctions of the chromel-alumel 

thermocouple sheatlled in a ceramic tube is inserted through a hole drilled from 

the top of tlie heater. The junction of the thermocouple was positioned with 

an epoxy so that it sits in close proximity to the sample. Thermofoil(MINC0) 

heater wrapped around the copper block facilitates temperature variation of tlie 

llcalcr, or i l l  ollicrwords tliat of lllc sal~q)lc. 'l'llc illput powcr to tlic ll~crllioloil 

was supplied using a high stability programmable DC power supply (EIelwett 

Packard, Model 6038A). The copper block is covered with insulating materials, 

namely, asbestos sheets and an hylum block. This minimizes the loss of heat due 

to radiation. The exit window is covered with a thin mylar sheet which along 

with the mylar window of the entrance slit helps in preventing the air drauglits. 

The output of the chromel-alumel thermocouple was fed to a high resolu- 

tioll, low drift voltttlctcr (Kcitl~lcy ~latlovoltrr~ctcr Modcl 181). li, obtain tlle 

true sample temperature the thermocouple was calibrated using standard sub- 

staliccs exl~ibiti~lg sl~arp pliase tra~isitior~s. Sarriples were taken in 0.5111111 Lin- 

dernann capillaries. A light transmission technique was used to monitor the 

transitions. Light from a laser bearn was made to fall or1 the sample and the 

transmitted intensity was collected using a photodiode, the output of which 

was recorded on a multichannel recorder. The temperature at which there is 

an abrupt change in intensity is taken as the transition temperature in milli- 
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volts(mV). The absolute transition temperatures were determined(in "C) using 

polarizing microscope (Lei tz-Orthoplan) in conjunction with a programmable 

hot stage (Mettler FP82). Transition temperature in "C and the therrno emf 

in niV obtained in tliis way for various conlpounds are tabulated in 'l'able 2.2 

and plotted in figure 2.14. For numerical conversion between the thermo-emf(in 

mV) and the temperature("C), the data was fitted to a fifth degree polynomial, 

where, a,, a,, a2, as, a4 and a5 are constants, mV is the thermoemf in millivolts. 

Fro111 the figure 2.14 it is evident that the polynomial fits the data extremely well 

and can be used to convert the thermocouple output to sample temperature. 

Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) 

Figure 2.15 shows block diagram of the X-ray detector set up. The linear Position 

Sensitive Detector used (mBraun, OED50s) is simply a gas filled ion chamber 

capable of furnishing information about the place of incidence of the incoming 

quallta. Tlrc physics of opcration is like that of a classical How prol)ort,iorlal 

counter. A brief description of the PSD and its principle of operation is given 

below. 

The counting tube has a two-walled construction. The outer stainless steel 

case functions as a shield as well as a pressure seal. The inner aluminium case 

electrically isolated from the outer case contains a high-resistance carbon coated 

quartz wire (25.4pnz diameter and electrical resistance p = 8kll/mm). It is tliis 

wire that is essential for extracting out positional information of the diffracted 
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Table 2.2: Thermocouple calibration of the heater. Materials used and the transi- 
tion temperatures. 

Compound 

8CB 

80CB 

CBOOA 

( p-et hoxyphenylazo) 
-phenylheptonoate 

PAP 

4-n-alkoxybenzylidene- 
N-(pheny1azo)-aniline 

Transition 
temperature (OC) 

(Met tler) 

40.05 

80.05 

107.3 

118.6 

166.95 

201.25 

Thermo emf (mV) 
(heater) 

1.6321 

3.3041 

4.4494 

4.9217 

6.8922 

8.2445 

Fit values 

40.05 

80.04 

107.3 

118.59 

166.94 

201.25 
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Figurc 2.14: 'l'l~crrnoco~~~>lc calibration curve for tlle X-ray licatcr. rcl~reserlt 
the data points and solid line is a fit to a 5th degree polynomial. 
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Figure 2.15: Block diagranl of thc X-ray detector setup. 
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beam. The ends of the wire are directly connected to the FET-input of the pre- 

amplifier circuit. To filter out ally extraneous light or dust particles erlterir~g 

the chamber, the entrance window of the detector is covered by a thin (0.4rnrn) 

Icrylliuln foil with a liigl~ degrcu: of tratispare~icy to X-rays. 

To create electron avalanche, the basis of gas proportional counters, argon- 

methane (90% argon and methane 10%) is used as counter gas. In order to 

increase the quantum efficiency, the counter is operated at  a pressure of - 11 

bar and the' flow is ~naintairled a t  a uniform rate of -0.5 rnillilitre/hour. 'l'lie 

signal voltage of the   re amplifier (mounted at  the back of the detector) is fur- 

ther processed using an amplifier, energy discriminator and a time-to-amplitude 

converter. Position coordinates are digitised by a 2K Multichannel Analyser. 

An integrated computer handled initiation and accumulation of scans, on-line 

graphic presentation of the data, output of the data to serial port for commu- 

nication with the main computer, etc. The stored data were transferred to the 

main computer (HP 86B) for further analysis and data reduction. To calculate 

the Bragg angle 8 frorn the channel information, the following expression was 

11acc1. 

where, CHC is the central channel number, CH the channel number correspond- 

ing to the diffracted beam frorn the sample, r the distance of the saniple froni 

the counter (in mm) and INKR is the reciprocal of the number of channels per 

mill, y any shift (in mrn) of the central chanr~el with respect to the main hearn. 

The layer spacing d corresponding to ,this Bragg angle is calculated using the 
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formula 

X 
d = -  

2 sin 8 

Wavevector resolution 

The wavevector spread or the resolution(dq) in the equatorial direction is cal- 
47T 

culated from the equation, dq = - cos8dO. For a typical scattering angle of 
X 

l.lO, dq = 1 x 10-~A-l.  In other words this set up permits us to resolve two 

peaks whose minimum separation in q space is 1 x 10-3A-1. The precision in 

the dcterrnination of wavevcctor(q) itself was 2 x 10-'A-l. 

During each measurement, the sample temperature was maintained to a 

consta~icy of f 5 mk. 'l'lie terriperature measuring nanovoltnleter(KEIrI'HLEY 

181) was also interfaced to HP86B computer. 

Scintillation counter set up 

In this set up2' a quartz monochromator and a scintillation counter were used 

instead of the Ge monodlron~ator and the position scrisitivc detector sct 1111 

described above. The precision in the determination wavevector is 2 x ~ o - ~ A - '  

while in the equatorial direction it is 1.42 x 10-'A-1. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

The partial temperature-concentration(T-X) phase diagram (X is the weight 

fraction of '30.4 in tlie mixture) obtairied by optical rnicroscopy and X-ray stud- 

ies is as shown in the figure 2.16. 90.4 exhibits a direct transition from Sm A 
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Figure 2.16: Partial temperature-concentration phase diagram for varying 
weight fraction (X) of 90.4 in TBBA. The solid lines are guides t o  the eye. 
The Sm A-Snl C-Sm F point is denoted I)y the solid circle. 
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to S I ~  F phase while TBBA exhibits the sequence Sm A-Sm C-+Cry G.  

The latter scqucnce is retained for concentrations upto X=0.28. Whcn X>0.28, 

the Sm F phase appears between the Sm C and Cry G phases. With increas- 

ing concentration of 90.4 in TBBA, the temperature range of the Sm F phase 

increases at the expense of Sm C phase range. Finally, for X>0.585 the Sm C 

phase ceases to exist resulting in a Sm A-Sm C-Sm F meeting point. Mixtures 

rich in 90.4,  i.e., X>0.585, show a direct transition from Sm A to Sm F phase. 

Figure 2.17 stlows tllc topology of the phase diagra~ri near tlie Sm A-St11 C-SII~  F 

meeting point on an enlarged scale. 

Witli a view to cliaracterizirlg the nature of tliis point, X-ray experirrie~its 

have been done for eleven different concentrations in the vicinity of the meeting 

point. Before discussing our results, it may be relevant to recall reports in litera- 

ture on the nature of the transition in the two constituent compounds. Magnetic 

birefringence measurements of Rosenblatt et have shown that the Sm A- 

Sm F transition in 90.4 is strongly first order. This is said to have been con- 

firmed by calorimetric measurements also(C.C.Huang, referred in Ref.21). Eligh- 

r~so111l~ion X-ray I I I P ~ S I I ~ P I I I C I I ~ S ~ ~  a,(*ross t,11c Sin A-St11 C l,ra.~lsil~io~~ of '1'1313A I I ~ \ , v P  

shown that it is of second order type. 

Figure 2.1 8 sliows the tlierrnal variation of layer spacing d across Srrl A-Srn C 

transition for X=0.32. The continuous variation in d with temperature, along 

with a similar variation in the peak intensity of scattering(see figure 2.19) indi- 

cates that the transition is second order. The transition continues to be second 

ordcr with increase in X till X=0.4 (see figures 2.20 & 2.21). But with furtlier 
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Figure 2.17: Partial tc~npcratr~~~e-co~~(:(~~il~ral,iol~ phase diagram near Sm A-Srn 
C-Srn k' lnecting point. Sm F-Cry C: ~>liasc bouridary is not shown in this figure. 
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Figure 2.18: Temperature variation of the layerspacing d in the vicinity of Sm 
A-Sln C bra.l~sitiol~ for X=0.32. 'l'lic <:or~tir~t~otls variation in d indicates that the 
transitio~i is second order. 
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Figure 2.19: Thermal variation of iiii,e~lsity near Sm A-Sm C transition for 
X=0.32. Not,(: the co~~tir~r~orrs va-riati011 in  irltcllsity across the transition. 
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Figure 2.20: Ther~rial variatio~i of d licar Slii A-Srn C transition for X=0.36. 
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T ('c) 

lTig\~r(> 2.21: 'l'I~(:r~l~a,l varia,t,iot~ of (1 t~ca,r SII! A-SIII CJ t,ra~~sitiot~ for X = 0 . 4 0 .  
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increase in concentration of 90.4, there is a change in the scenario. For X=0.45 

(see figure 2.22) the transition is first order marked by a jump in d accompa- 

nied by a two-phase coexistence region wherein the modulations corresponding 

to both the phases are present, signifying that the transition is first order. In 

fact, these features are exactly as expected and indeed observed earlier for a first 

order Srri A-Srn C transition.18 In addition, the therrnal variation of intensity 

shows a cross-over behaviour confirming that the transition is first order (see 

Figure 2.23). l'ignrcs 2.24 a l ~ d  2.25 show that S1r1 A-Srn C trarisitiori remains 

first order for all higher values of X till Sm A-Sm C-Sm F meeting point. The 

I I I ; I ~ I I ~ ~ , I I ( I ( *  of tlw t , i I t ,  a.~igl(>, 0 ,  is ( * i ~ l ~ ~ ~ l t \ , t ( ~ ( l  11si11g t , l ~ ( !  (nxl)~.(~ssio~~, 

where dc and  d A  are tlie layer spacing values in the S I ~  C and Srn A pliases 

respectively. 'l'lie thermal variation tilt angle(0) close to Srri A-Srn C transitio~i 

for different concentrations is plotted in the figure 2.26. It is clear that for X 5 

0.4, tlic tilt aligle(0) goes conti~~uously to zero as for a second order transition, 

whereas for X z  0.45, the tilt angle jumps a b r ~ ~ p t l y  to zero inrlicatitig a first- 

order transition. Evidently there is a tricritical point in the concentration range 

0.45 X 5 0.45. 

We have also carried out X-ray experiments on mixtures exhibiting Sm C- 

Snl I? trallsitiot~. Figure 2.27 sliows tlie thertnal variatiori of d across this t ra~i -  

sition for X=0.32. The jump in the layer spacing and the presence of two-phase 

co-existence regiori confirm that the Srn C-Sin F trarisitiori is of first order type. 

Figure 2.28 shows the variation in layer spacing versus tenlperature for four 
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Figure 2.22: Temperature dependence of d near Sm A-Sm C transition for 
X=0.45. ITillod circlcs rcl)rc:sc~~t tlie data. i l l  Ill(: two-phase region characteristic 
of a first order transition. 
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\ S m C  

Figure 2.23: Intensity vs. temperature plot near Sm A-Sm C transition for 
X=0.45. T h e  cross-over behaviour in intensity across t,he transition supports 
the first order nature. 
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Figure 2.24: d vs. T plot near Sin A - S I ~  C transition for X=0.51. 



Figurc 2.25: d vs. T plot near Sin A-Srn C transition for X=0.54. 
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Figure 2.26: Smect ic C ti1 t-a.ngle vari;tttiol~ vs. the reduced temperature for 
X=0.54 (A) ,  0.51 (m), 0.45 (e) ,  0.4 (A) ,  0.Xi ( 0 )  atld 0.32 (0). 
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Figure 2.27: Thermal va.riation of d 11ca.r SIII  C-Sm F transition for X=0.32. The 
vcrtica.1 cla.sl~ctl lir~cs i~iclicat,~ tllc l ,~o- l ) l l i~ .~(% 1*c:gio11. 
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17igurc 2.2s: Variatio~i of d as a funct,ion of the reduced temperature in the 
vicinity Sm C - S I ~  F trallsitior~ for X=0.,5C) (e ) ,  0.44 (o),  0.36 (A)  and 0.32 (0 ) .  

For thc sake of clarity, the tlatn in t l ~ o  two-plissc region correspondirig to tlic 
Sm C p1ia.s~ a.re not shown. 
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dilfercrtt co~lccritrations, riatiiely, X=0.32, 0.36, 0.44 and 0.56. It is clear from 

the figure 2.28 that Srn C-Srn F trar~sition, marked by the jump i11 d, is first 

order for all the mixtures studied. Tlie figure 2.29 shows the jump in layer 

spacing (Ad) across S I ~  C-Stn F tratisition versus concentration. Interestingly 

Ad is ol)sc:rvt.!d to irlcreixse with incrcitsc i r t  tlic tcmperature range of Sm F phase. 

Notc 1 ~ 1 i ~ 1 ~  ~ , I I c  Srn F 1111ase 1,~1111)crat11r0 rarIg(: was fotttid to increase wit,11 increase 

in conce~itration(X) as shown in the phase diagram (Figures 2.16 and 2.17). A 

simi1il.r t,rcrid has bccr~ observed22 across Srll C-Sni F transition exhibited by 

lowcr 111c1nbcrs of Terephtlial-his alkyl nnilinc (TBnA) series. Benattar et  

also sllowctl s i ~ ~ ~ i l a t -  I)(:liaviot~r for fo~rr d i l r~ t . (x t~ l  I~olnologues (n=10, 13, 15 arid 

19) of tIi(: siltne TBnA serics wliicli cxliil)it I l ~ e  Sm C - S I ~  I transition. 

Icigrrrc 2.30 sliows I,l~cr.ti~;tl variatior~ of t l  for X=0.6, a co~ice~itratio~i wliicli 

is close to the Sm A-Sm C-Sm F meeting point. The Sm A-Sm F transition is 

seen to I)e first ortlcr lrlarkerl by tlic jt1111p in d and also by the presence of a 

two-pl~izsc coexisterice regioii. 

' ~ ' I I ( .  restrlts ~~ic~i t ioncd above slrow O11;lt all the three phase boundaries, 

I ~ ~ I I I P I Y ,  SIII  A-Sttt (j, SIII C-SIII 1' i111(l St11 A-SIII 17, first o ~ ( I ( Y  iI(BiIr tlt(' 

Sm A-SI I~  (:-Sm F ~ n e t i n g  point. Ilctice tlic Srn A-Sm C-Sm F point, a meeting 

poi111 of 1,lir.c~ first ortlcr \)otrr~daries, is a t,~.il)le point. This is the first obscrva- 

tion of a phase diagratli sllowing it rn~e(~tir~g point of Sm A,  Sm C and a tilted 

hexa.f,it- ~>h;~sc, tiartic~ly, SIII 17. A~io t l~c~ .  i t~f,(~l.esti~ig feature of these studies is 

the ol)sc~rv;~l~iorl of a tticriticixl 11oit11 ~ I I  t11(: Srrl A-Sm C phase boundary. As 

rne~il,ior~c~cI cwrlicr, tllc: St11 A-SIII C l~ra~~si t~ io t~  cllat~gcs over fro111 scco~itl ortlcr 
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Figure 2.29: I'lot showirig the junlp iri (1 across. Sm C-Sm F transition vs. con- 
cent rat ion. 
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Figure 2.30: Thermal variation of d nea.r Sm A-Sm F transition for X=0.60. 
The vertica.1 clashed liries indicate the two-l)l~a.sc region. 
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to first order in tlie vicinity of the triple-point concentration. The Sm A phase 

temperature range for these mixtures was quite large(- 18°C). This is somewhat 

puzzling in the light of known experimental results. The Sm A-Sm C transition 

is expected to become first order only when the temperature range of the Sm A 

phase is very small18 and/or when the strength of the transverse dipole moment 

of the constituent molecule is very large.17 In the present system neither of these 

two conditions are met and still the transition becomes first order. (Dielectric 

measure merit^^^ on TBBA has shown that the transverse dipole moment of the 

compound is extremely weak). Orie possible cause for this behaviour is the 

influence of tlie tilt field arising from the coupling between the BOO and the 

molecular tilt order parameter. Such a possibility still remains to be investigated 

theoretically. 
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